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‘Liber’ is the Latin word for ‘free’. 
Free to feel in charge, to reframe and shape your future.



A ‘simple’ solution named Liber
The Entrepreneurship Centre at Saïd Business School is highly committed to delivering outstanding 
programmes for our student community to fulfil their entrepreneurial and innovation ambitions. 

When a global pandemic hit, we asked ourselves: “How can we make a difference for our student community 
at this crucial time?” We had two choices, firstly to adapt or improve existing initiatives, or secondly, to 
innovate and do things in an entirely new way. Despite the high level of risk and effort, especially under 
lockdown, we went for the latter. By innovating and reinventing ourselves, we have demonstrated how we 
follow and act upon the lessons and values that we teach to our student community.

According to many entrepreneurs and innovators, “a good idea is a simple solution to a relevant problem”. 
What moment could be more relevant than a global crisis, with a big sense of urgency for all entrepreneurs 
across the world to survive? Our ‘simple’ solution was called Liber, and with this report you will gain a better 
understanding of what it was all about. 

Finally, “you can invent alone but you cannot innovate alone” is an important lesson that I learnt from Gijs 
Van Wulfen many years ago. With a formidable team like mine, nothing can stop us from innovating! Thank 
you to everyone who made it such a success and a big shout-out to Thomas Hellmann and the 
Entrepreneurship Centre Team.

Maria Zubeldia, Head of the Entrepreneurship Centre



Thank you to everyone involved
Seven months ago, the Covid-19 situation started to escalate. This meant remote working, students 
adjusting to an entirely different way of learning, and businesses around the UK facing a huge number of 
complex challenges. It was vital that the Entrepreneurship Centre quickly created something quickly and 
entirely new to support our students who were facing a different and difficult job market, as well as start-
ups, scale-ups and SMEs across the UK who faced uncertainty.

The Liber Project answered these needs by providing workshops, masterclasses, business units, internships, 
advisors, partnerships and a demo day. It brought together a diverse range of students, alumni, faculty, 
business leaders and entrepreneurs in a unique way to share advice, experiences and to support one 
another through these unprecedented times. The outcomes have been above and beyond what we 
expected, and it is fantastic to see new collaborations, significant access to work experience, products and 
services launched, business plans polished and even jobs created.

I am so proud of what the Liber Project has achieved and the real impact it has had on people’s lives during 
a time of such uncertainty. Thank you to our participants for their involvement in Liber’s first edition, and to 
everyone who contributed their time and knowledge to ensure the success of this initiative.

Miranda Townsend – Programme Manager and Liber Project Lead



What Saïd Business School has said about Liber 

https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/news/getting-started-entrepreneur-sarel-van-baalen
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/news/said-business-school-students-are-helping-organisations-navigate-pandemic


What participants have said about Liber   

'I wanted to thank you for running the Liber programme. The students that we are working with have already 
made some incredible contributions to our business. The programme has been as valuable as any of the other 
support that we have received elsewhere. We hope that we have provided the students with an opportunity to 
make a meaningful contribution to a rapidly growing business and that it has complemented their studies at 
SBS.’ 

John Hoyle, Founder at Sook

‘The marathon events that we'd lined up, to showcase our products, had all been cancelled. So we hunkered 
down, used the time to refine the product and think about how we might adjust our plans to cope through the 
crisis. The Liber project has been invaluable during this time. We're emerging stronger from the crisis as a 
result.’

Jason Baits-Tomlin, CEO and founder at BACX

‘My family lost everything’ during the 2008 global recession. Motivated by this experience, I enrolled onto the 
Project to help small businesses in any way I could. I worried for not only companies, but the people behind 
them and what this means for their life. Liber is proof that there is hope and there are people willing to help.’

Cynthia Haas, MBA 2019/2020



What participants have said about Liber   

‘The Liber Project is a bridge between the teachings of the School and the real world application of this 
knowledge. We have the opportunity to support entrepreneurs in their ventures, and we are offered 
exceptional coaching through masterclasses.’

Mustafa Abbas, EMBA 2018-2020

‘I believe the Liber Project is a fantastic addition to the School’s programmes and should continue regardless of 
the COVID-19 emergency.’

Sarel van Baalen, MBA 2019-2020

‘Liber has been especially helpful, in two ways. The first being the opportunity to network with other 
businesses who are also in the Liber cohort. Secondly, the advice from the mentors combined with the 
insightful webinar series have been amazing.’

Rhim Shah, Co-Founder at Carbon Codes



Liber in numbers 

60 stakeholder interviews               35 companies                       ± 150 students                           10 faculty members

9-week series of masterclasses & workshops               22 leading business practitioners                    35 business units

20 internships                             2 job opportunities                         1 bonus: access to Headspace for founders



Under the spotlight



The business

Artocene Digital is developing a first-of-its-kind digital platform to connect board-certified creative expression 
professionals, such as art therapists, with users around the globe. The company’s goal is simple – to humanize 
healthcare and change the global conversation about mental health. 

The founder, Iva Fattorini

‘I applied for the Liber Project because I needed help and I relied on the calibre of the School to guide us at this 
challenging time. We have received support from different angles: education, business, and strategy. Getting help 
from top faculty members and highly sought-after professionals felt like a privilege.
Besides, I had a chance to see that I am not alone in setting up an enterprise that requires a lot of time and effort. 
Liber has, in fact, given me the opportunity to meet so many people who are also struggling and going through 
similar paths. And that gave me comfort and relief!
As a lifelong learner, it was also very motivating to discover many things I didn’t know much about and now I have 
access to.’

The Liber match, Matthieu de Carbonnel - EMBA 2018/2020

‘I wanted to say a big thank you for Liber project these past four months. We made an inspired and functional team 
with Artocene Digital and I believe it was mutually highly beneficial and fun. So a great success in my opinion! Thank 
you for leading and organizing the Project so professionally and warmly. It will remain a precious resource for me 
moving forward as a ‘young’ entrepreneur.’

https://www.artocene.com/


The business

Bimble is the app that focuses on places. The service helps collect, organise, plan, and share the places that mean 
something to you. You can think of Bimble as ‘Spotify for your places’. 

The Co-founder and CEO, Francesca Howland

‘We were invited to join Liber at the beginning of lockdown and in a period of extreme uncertainty. The focus on 
leadership through crisis felt very relevant as many of us were sailing through unchartered waters. Without question, the 
three MBA interns helped us power through this challenging period. We were able to offer a full-time job to one of them 
who has become a key member of our team.
Bimble is a pre-revenue business and Liber happened just as we were taking a closer look at our monetisation strategies. 
Having a dedicated team working on our unit economics meant we were able to dive much deeper and move more quickly 
in tying our financial model to our overall vision.’

The Liber match, Pratik Nanda –MBA 2019/200

‘I have always been attracted by empowering small businesses and communities, so that was my long-term goal before 
coming to Oxford. Thanks to Liber I had the chance to achieve it immediately after my MBA!
I enrolled in the programme and attended Bimble founder’s pitch, their mission and business model motivated me to apply 
as it looked aligned with my interests and background. 
Before joining Liber, I had thought that I would have ended up working for a big company and then perhaps doing 
something else later. Thanks to Liber, I managed to jump directly to my long-term goal. 
Moreover, the internship and the job I secured at Bimble have been allowing me to apply the skills I acquired during my 
MBA, and that’s a great bonus.
I believe that the strength of the Liber Project has been to be able to introduce the students to companies and allow them 
to explore paths that they wouldn’t consider otherwise.’

https://bimble.com/


THANK 
YOU



The Entrepreneurship Centre
Supporting entrepreneurial ambitions at Saïd Business School

Follow us on:

Website

LinkedIn

Instagram

Saïd Business School, University of Oxford

Park End St, Oxford OX1 1HP

https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/research/centres-and-initiatives/entrepreneurship-centre
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/5132424/admin/
https://www.instagram.com/oxfordecentre/?hl=en
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